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Abstract
Background:Hyperbaric oxygen treatment (HBOT) has been demonstrated to influence the keloid recurrence rate after surgery and
to relieve keloid symptoms and other pathological processes in keloids. To explore the mechanism of the effect of HBOT on keloids,
tumor immune gene expression and immune cell infiltration were studied in this work.
Methods: From February 2021 to April 2021, HBOT was carried out on keloid patients four times before surgery. Keloid tissue
samples were collected and divided into an HBOT group (keloid with HBOT before surgery [HK] group, n= 6) and a non-HBOT
group (K group, n= 6). Tumor gene expression was analyzed with an Oncomine Immune Response Research Assay kit. Data were
mined with R package. The differentially expressed genes between the groups were compared. Hub genes between the groups were
determined and verified with Quantitative Real-time PCR. Immune cell infiltration was analyzed based on CIBERSORT
deconvolution algorithm analysis of gene expression and verified with immunohistochemistry (IHC).
Results: Inflammatory cell infiltration was reduced in the HK group. There were 178 upregulated genes and 217 downregulated
genes. Ten hub genes were identified, including Integrin Subunit AlphaM (ITGAM), interleukin (IL)-4, IL-6, IL-2, Protein Tyrosine
Phosphatase Receptor Type C (PTPRC), CD86, transforming growth factor (TGF), CD80, CTLA4, and IL-10. CD80, ITGAM,
IL-4, and PTPRC with significantly downregulated expression were identified. IL-10 and IL-2 were upregulated in the HK group
but without a significant difference. Infiltration differences of CD8 lymphocyte T cells, CD4 lymphocyte T-activated memory cells,
and dendritic resting cells were identified with gene CIBERSORT deconvolution algorithm analysis. Infiltration levels of CD4
lymphocyte T cell in the HK group were significantly higher than those of the K group in IHC verification.
Conclusion: HBOT affected tumor gene expression and immune cell infiltration in keloids. CD4 lymphocyte T cell, especially
activated memory CD4+T, might be the key regulatory immune cell, and its related gene expression needs further study.
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Introduction

Keloids are a kind of skin fibroproliferation disease with
tumor-like characteristics. Studies on the pathologic
mechanism of this disease have been reported in the
literature.[1-9] The widely explored fields include genetics,
inflammation, immunology, oncology, etc. In a genetic
study, Marneros et al[1,2] reported 14 keloid families and
loci on chromosomes 2q23 and 7p11. Inflammatory
factors have been deeply studied. The reported inflamma-
tory factors include interleukin (IL)-1,[3] IL-6,[3] tumor
necrosis factor (TNF)-a,[3] IL-10,[4] IL-4,[5] and IL-13.[5]

Bloch et al[6] reported general immune reactivity in
patients with keloids in 1984. The roles of macrophages
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and lymphocyte T cells have been discussed over the
years.[7] The tumor-like characteristics of keloids encour-
age many studies in view of oncological mechanisms. Lee
et al[8] reported that the STAT3 signaling pathway is
implicated in keloid pathogenesis. STAT3 protein plays an
important role in cancer and inflammation.[9] These
studies demonstrate that keloid development is a compli-
cated process and that many factors, such as genes,
inflammation, and immunity, are involved. The combined
effects of these factors may result in skin tumor-like
fibroproliferation after injury. Tumor immune genes and
related immune cells may be involved in the process of
keloid development.
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Hyperbaric oxygen treatment (HBOT) has been widely
used in clinical practice. Song et al[10] first reported its
effect on keloid treatment. They found that the recurrence
rate was lower in the group with HBOT than in the group
without HBOT. More studies on the effects of HBOT
on the keloid development process have been reported.
The effects of HBOT on keloid Epithelial-Mesenchymal
Transition (EMT) have been discussed in a report by
Zhang et al.[11] They found that HBOT can ameliorate the
EMT of keloid tissue. It has been found that HBOT can
relieve pruritus and pain in patients with keloids.[12] The
effects of HBOT on inflammatory factors were reported
by Hao et al.[13] Keloid tissue with HBOT demonstrated
lower IL-12p40 expression and higher IL-1 receptor
antibody (IL-1Ra) expression. These studies verified the
effects of HBOT on keloid development. Some pathologic
mechanisms have also been explored in these studies, but
the molecular biologic mechanism is far from understood,
especially the mechanism of tumor immune gene expres-
sion and related immune cell infiltration. In this study,
keloid tissue tumor immune gene expression and related
immune cell infiltration after HBOT were explored, and
their roles in keloid development and the HBOT process
were discussed.
Methods

Ethical approval

This study was approved by theMedical Ethics Committee
of Peking Union Medical College Hospital (No. JS-2907).
Written informed consent was obtained from all partic-
ipants.
Sample collection

From February 2021 to April 2021, a total of 12 patients
(patients with keloids who had undergone HBOT before
surgery and those who had not undergone HBOT)
participated in this study. The patients were diagnosed
with no systemic disease and took neither medication nor
other treatments (such as corticosteroids or 5-fluorouracil
injections or radiotherapy) before this study. The basic
demographic information (sex and age) of patients was
collected, and the modified Vancouver Scar Scale was used
to assess the condition of keloids according to the type of
keloid lesion. The age of the patients ranged from 22 to
47 years. All samples were taken from the chest. The keloid
sample was taken from the keloid tissue removed during
surgery.

The collected specimens were divided into two groups: the
group with keloid tissue without HBOT (K group, n= 6)
and the group with keloid tissue with HBOT before
surgery (HK group, n= 6). Six keloid tissue samples in
each group were randomly collected.
HBOT methods

HBOT was carried out four days before surgery (once a
day, four times in total) in an air pressure medical
hyperbaric chamber with three locks and seven doors. The
pressure was increased to 0.2MPa (2 atmosphere absolute
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[ATA]) at a constant speed within 30 min. When the
pressure reached the stable value, patients inhaled 100%
oxygen through face masks. Oxygen treatment continued
for 60min. Then, the chamber pressure was decreased to
normal within 30min, and the patients left the chamber.
Keloid surgery was performed within 24 h after the last
HBOT.
Tumor immune-related gene expression level

An Oncomine Immune Response Research Assay (Thermo
Fisher, USA) kit was used to analyze the expression of
tumor immune-related genes. This is an ribonucleicacid
(RNA)-based multitarget sequencing kit. It can measure
the expression levels of 395 genes related to immune
response and tumor immunity in 36 functional annotation
groups. All the experimental operations were carried out
under the instructions of the product.
Differential gene screening and annotation

The threshold was set to a P< 0.05 and log2-fold change
(FC) >1.5 or<�1.5. The R package software version
3.4.3 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna,
Austria) was used to create scatter plots. The R package
was used to perform functional annotations on differen-
tially expressed genes (DEGs) for biological processes
(BPs), cell components (CCs), molecular functions (MFs),
and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG).
Construction of protein interaction network

STRING (V11.5; http://string-db.org), a search tool for
searching interacting genes, can convert differentially
transcribed genes into expressed proteins and construct
a protein–protein interaction (PPI) network. The PPI
network of commonDEGswas obtained through STRING
and visualized with Cytoscape (version 3.7.2, Cytoscape
Consoritum, USA).
Identification of the expression of hub genes

CytoHubba is a plug-in for Cytoscape that is used to
identify important modules in the PPI network. Cyto-
Hubba was used to screen out the top ten core genes from
the PPI network.
Hub genes verification with qPCR

Skin tissues (K and HK groups) were extracted from the
same patient for PCR verification. The primers used in this
study are shown in Table 1. A total of 200mg of tissue was
mixed with TRIzol (Thermo Fisher, USA) reagent to
extract total RNA using a one-step method. A ultraviolet
spectrophotometer produced by Eppendorf was used to
test the purity and content, and then, 1mg of total RNA
was removed. A reverse transcription kit was used to
reverse transcribe cDNA (HiScript III 1st Strand cDNA
Synthesis Kit, Beijing, China). Then, a qPCR fluorescence
kit (Taq Pro Universal SYBR qPCRMaster Mix) was used
to quantitatively analyze the expression of the target gene.
The reaction system was 10mL 2� Taq Pro Universal
SYBR qPCR Master Mix + 0.4 mL Gene Specific Primer
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Table 1: Primers and their sequences for PCR analysis.

Primer Sequence (50–30)

GAPDH-F GGAAGCTTGTCATCAATGGAAATC
GAPDH-R TGATGACCCTTTTGGCTCCC
IL-10-F TACCACCTCCCGAAAATGTCA
IL-10-R CCCAGTCTGAATGCTCATCTG
CTLA-4-F GCCCTGCACTCTCCTGTTTTT
CTLA-4-R GGTTGCCGCACAGACTTCA
CD80-F GGCCCGAGTACAAGAACCG
CD80-R TCGTATGTGCCCTCGTCAGAT
CD86-F CTGCTCATCTATACACGGTTACC
CD86-R GGAAACGTCGTACAGTTCTGTG
IL-4-F CCAACTGCTTCCCCCTCTG
IL-4-R TCTGTTACGGTCAACTCGGTG
IL-6-F ACTCACCTCTTCAGAACGAATTG
IL-6-R CCATCTTTGGAAGGTTCAGGTTG
IL-2-F ACCGCTTTGCGGAATCTCA
IL-2-R AGGTCAGGGAAACATCAGGGA
PTPRC-F TTGAGCGACAGGAGGATGAG
PTPRC-R GACGCCTCTCCACATTGCT
ITGAM-F ACTGGTGAAGCCAATAACGCA
ITGAM-R TCCGTGATGACAACTAGGATCTT
TGF-F GACAAGGTGTACGTGAACATCG
TGF-R CCACACTGTGTCGCCGTAG

IL: Interleukin; TGF: transforming growth factor.
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Forward (10 mM) + 0.4 mL Gene Specific Primer Reverse
(10 mM) + 1mL cDNA + 9.2 mL RNase-free double
distilled H2O. The reaction conditions were 95°C for 30 s
during before denaturation, 95°C for 3 s, and 60°C for 10 s
for 40 cycles; the reaction conditions were 95°C for 15 s,
60°C for 60 s, and 95°C for 15 s after denaturation; the
amplification curve was obtained at the end of the run.
Immune cell infiltration analysis

CIBERSORT deconvolution algorithm is a machine
learning method based on linear support vector regression
and is highly robust to noise. Through the CIBERSORT
deconvolution algorithm, the gene expression information
was transformed into the proportion information of
immune cells.
Immune cell infiltration verification with
immunohistochemistry (IHC)

The HE sections of the skin wax block were further labeled
by IHC. Immunohistochemical staining was performed
using the Envision two-step method. Antibodies for CD8 T
cell, CD4 T cell, and CD1a dendritic cells were operated in
accordance with the instructions. The CD4 (67786-1-Ig),
CD8 (66868-1-Ig), and CD1a (17325-1-AP) antibodies
were all purchased from ProteinTech (Chicago, USA). The
stained cells were calculated using Image J (1.8.0.112;
version 2.1.4.7, National Institutes of Health, Maryland,
USA) to get the quantitative results.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS software
version 22.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA), and
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a P of <0.05 was considered statistically significant. The t
test was used to test whether the average difference
between the two groups was significant.
Results

Histological characteristics of the K and HK groups

HE staining was applied to the samples. The characteristics
of keloid skin from patients with keloids are displayed in
Figure 1A. The characteristics of keloid skin from patients
with keloids undergoing HBOT before surgery are
displayed in Figure 1B. Obvious inflammatory cell
aggregation around microvessels was also displayed in
keloid tissue without HBOT [Figure 1A and 1B].
Data quality evaluation

To understand the distribution of data intuitively,
principal component analysis was used to perform
dimensionality reduction analysis on the data. The samples
of the K and HK groups were divided into two groups
[Figure 2A].
Identification of DEGs and data mining

There were 178 upregulated genes and 217 downregulated
genes between the K group and the HK group. DEGs were
used to construct a PPI network [Figure 2B]. Cytoscape
software was used to further identify the most important
hub gene network [Figure 2C].
Functional annotation of DEGs by gene ontology (GO) and
KEGG analyses

The screening criteria for GO and KEGG analysis were
log2-FC >1.5 or <�1.5 and P< 0.05. GO analysis
included BPs, CCs, and MFs. BP analysis showed T-cell
activation and regulation of lymphocyte activation in the K
group as compared to that in the HK group [Figure 3A].
Variations in CCs were markedly enriched on the external
side of the plasma membrane [Figure 3B]. Variations in
MFs were markedly enriched in cytokine activity and
cytokine receptor binding [Figure 3C]. Analysis of KEGG
pathways in the K group compared with the HK group
demonstrated infection with influenza A, cytomegalovirus,
and Kaposi sarcoma-associated herpesvirus infection
[Figure 3D].

Hub gene expression

Primers designed for hub genes in the K group as compared
to those in the HK group included CD80, CD86, CTLA4,
IL-2, IL-4, IL-6, IL-10, ITGAM, PTPRC, and trans-
forming growth factor (TGF) [Table 1]. Among the
identified genes, CD80, IL-4, ITGAM, and PTPRC
decreased significantly in the HK group as compared with
those in the K group (P< 0.05). CTLA4, IL-6, CD86, and
TGF decreased in the HK group as compared to those in
the K group, but there was no significant difference. IL-10
and IL-2 levels were increased in the HK group compared
to those in the K group, but there was no significant
difference [Figure 4A-D].
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Figure 1: Histological images (H & E) of the K group (A) and HK group (B). Obvious squamous epithelium and fibroblast hyperplasia were observed in (A) compared with (B) with obvious
inflammatory cell aggregation around microvessels. K: non-HBOT group; HK: HBOT group; H&E: hematoxylin-eosin staining.

Figure 2: PCA of samples between groups K and HK (A). PC1 and PC2 are used as the X-axis and Y-axis, respectively, to draw the scatter diagram, where each point represents a sample. In
such a PCA diagram, the farther the two samples are from each other, the greater the difference is between the two samples in gene expression patterns. The PPI network of DEGs in groups
K and HK (B). The hub genes were identified from the PPI network in groups K and HK (C). DEGs: Differentially expressed genes; PC1: Principal component 1; PC2: Principal component 2;
PCA: Principal component analysis; PPI: Protein-protein interaction.
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Immune cell infiltration analysis

Through theCIBERSORTdeconvolution algorithm, the gene
expression informationwas transformed into the information
of the proportion of immune cells. Then, through the
histogram, heat map, and violin map, the visual analysis
showed that there were differences in various immune cells
between the two groups [Figure 5A–C]. CD8 lymphocyte T-
cell infiltrationdecreasedsignificantly in theHBOgroup.CD4
lymphocyte T-activatedmemory cell and dendritic resting cell
infiltration increased significantly in the HBO group.

Immune cell infiltration verification with IHC

IHC was used for immune cell staining, and significant
differences in the CD4 lymphocyte T cell were found
between the two groups (P< 0.05). CD8 lymphocyte T
cells and CD1a dendritic cells were slightly higher in the
HBO group but without significance [Figure 6A–C].

Discussion

There are many factors influencing keloid scar formation.
The most emphasized factors include ethnicity, genetic
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predisposition, sex, age, body site, and environmental
factors such as trauma and infection.[14] Keloid formation
is most likely to occur after an inciting stimulus, such as
dermal injury or inflammatory process, at a keloid-prone
anatomical site in a genetically predisposed individual.[15]

Abnormal genetic expression, immune cell reaction, and
inflammation result in abnormal behavior of related cells,
such as myofibroblasts, fibroblasts, keratinocytes, endo-
thelial cells, and nerve cells, in this process and ultimately
cause keloid formation, which is a type of incomplete
malignancy that has undergone some, but not all,
tumorigenic changes.[16] However, the mechanisms behind
this process are still poorly understood. Because of this,
keloid management is far from satisfactory.

The reported keloid treatment methods include occlusive
dressings, compressive therapy, intralesional steroids,
topical imiquimod, topical mitomycin C, intralesional
and topical 5-fluorouracil (5-FU), interferons, bleomycin,
surgical techniques, cryotherapy, radiation therapy, pulsed
dye laser, ablative laser, laser-assisted drug delivery, etc. As
an auxiliary treatment method, HBOTwas first introduced
by Song et al.[10] In their report, the recurrence rate was
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Figure 3: GO enrichment analyses of BP, CC, and MF of DEGs between groups K and HK (A–C). BP analysis showed that T-cell activation and regulation of lymphocyte activation in the K
group as compared to that in the HK group (A). Variations in CCs were markedly enriched on the external side of the plasma membrane (B). Variations in MFs were markedly enriched in
cytokine activity and cytokine receptor binding. The cutoff for log2 FC>1.5 or<�0.5 and P< 0.05 were used as screening criteria (C). KEGG pathway analysis of DEGs between groups K
and HK. (D). BP: Biological processes; CCs: Cell components; DEGs: Differentially expressed genes; FC: Fold change; GO: Gene ontology; MF: Molecular functions.

Figure 4: Primers designed for hub genes in the K group (n= 6) as compared to those in the HK group (n= 6) included IL-10 (A), ITGAM (B), PTPRC (C), and TGF (D). Relative expression of
IL-10, ITGAM, PTPRC, and TGF by RT-qPCR analysis. IL-10 levels were increased in the HK group compared to those in the K group, but there was no significant difference. IL: Interleukin.
Protein Tyrosine Phosphatase Receptor Type C (PTPRC), transforming growth factor (TGF).

∗
P< 0.05, †P< 0.01.
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reduced from 14.15% to 5.97% after HBOT, and the
difference was significant. HBOT was later reported to
reduce the pruritus and pain symptoms of the patient.[12]

The molecular biologic effects of HBOT on keloids were
also studied. Zhang et al[11] found that HBOT can
ameliorate the keloid EMT process by influencing hypoxia
inducible factor-1a(HIF-1a) expression. In addition,
HBOT can also influence the expression of inflammatory
factors, such as IL-12p40, macrophage inflammatory
protein-1b(MIP-1b), Platelet derived growth factor
(PDGF-BB), and IL-1R. They found that HBOT signifi-
cantly decreased the expression levels of IL-12p40, MIP-
1b, and PDGF-BB and increased the expression level of IL-
2209
1Ra.[13] These studies indicate that HBOT may widely
affect keloid pathophysiological processes, and deep
exploration of its mechanism is needed.

In this study, the mechanism of HBOT in keloids was
explored in view of tumor immune gene expression. A total
of 178 genes were upregulated and 217 genes were
downregulated in keloid tissue after HBOT. The ten hub
genes included ITGAM, IL-4, IL-6, IL-2, PTPRC, CD86,
TNF, CD80, CTLA4, and IL-10. Of these, CD80,
ITGAM, IL-4, and PTPRCwere identified with significant
downregulated expression.CTLA4, IL-6,CD86, andTGF
were also identified to have downregulated expression, but
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Figure 5: The histogram, heat map, and violin map of immune cell analysis between the two groups with CIBERSORT deconvolution algorithm (A–C). Differences of CD8 lymphocyte T cell,
CD4 lymphocyte T-activated memory cell, and dendritic resting cell between the two groups were displayed.
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there was no significant difference. IL-10 and IL-2 were
upregulated, but there was no significant difference. CD80
and CD86 are T lymphocyte activation antigens. They
participate in T lymphocyte proliferation and IL-2
production after binding with CD28 or CTLA-4.[17]

ITGAM encodes the a-chain subunit of heterodimeric
integrin-aMb2. It is a cell surface receptor expressed
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primarily on monocytes and neutrophils. Its functions
include inactivation, adherence, and migration of leuko-
cytes by stimulated endothelium, phagocytosis of comple-
ment-coated particles, and neutrophil apoptosis.[18]

Produced mainly by Th2-polarized T cells, IL-4, and IL-
13 are short a-helix bundle glycoproteins with approxi-
mately 30% homology. IL-4 and IL-13 can promote
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Figure 6: IHC verification of CD8 lymphocyte T cell, CD4 lymphocyte T cell, and CD1a dendritic cell. Significant differences in CD4 lymphocyte T cell were found between the two groups
(P< 0.05). IHC: Immunohistochemistry; Arrows indicate positive results for antibodies.
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fibroblast chemotaxis and proliferation, myofibroblast
differentiation, and the production of collagen and
extracellular matrix macromolecules.[19] PTPRC is a
CD45 antigen. It is a transmembrane receptor-like
molecule expressed on many immunorelevant cells.
PTPRC is an important TNF signaling molecule. It
regulates signaling thresholds in immune-related cells.[20]

TGF-dependent signaling is associated with fibroblast
proliferation and myofibroblast differentiation. Its expres-
sion is crucial for tissue scarring and collagen synthesis.[21]

IL-6 and IL-17 were reported to be significantly increased
in keloids with a proinflammatory function. IL-10 has been
reported to significantly inhibit the proliferation of keloid
fibroblasts by the TGF-b/Smad pathway. Faleo et al[22]

found in a mouse diabetic model that HBOT can reduce T-
cell proliferation and the co-stimulation markers DC80
and CD86. Song et al[10] reported that the expression of IL-
6 in the HBOT group was significantly lower than that in
the control group. The protective effect of HBOT on sepsis
relies on IL-10 expression.[23] Anti-inflammatory effects of
HBOT have also been reported in neurological models,
such as Alzheimer disease. Anti-inflammatory cytokines,
such as IL-4 and IL-10, were demonstrated to have
increased expression after HBOT.[24] These results suggest
that HBOT can regulate some immune gene expression in
2211
the keloid tissue environment. There are no reports about
the effects of HBOT on ITGAM and PTPRC in the
literature. Their relationship needs further study.

Many studies demonstrated that immune cells play an
important role in keloid development. The role of
macrophage and T lymphocyte has been reported and
discussed in literatures.[7,25] Mast cells were also suggested
to be an important type of immune cell in keloid
development.[26] Macrophage is suggested as a type of
fibrosis-promoting cell because of the role of its M2
phenotype in fibrosis, but the role of T lymphocyte is more
complex.[25] Little conclusion regarding the roles of T-cell
subtypes in scar formation has yet been known.[25] Positive
correlation between mast cells and the degree of scar have
been demonstrated in literature.[26-28]

No study been reported about the effect of HBO treatment
on keloid immune cell infiltration in the literature. Our
study demonstrated that there were no significant differ-
ences in macrophage fraction in any phenotype between
the HK and K groups. So, it was with mast cells. A fraction
of CD8+T cells in the K group was significantly higher than
that in the HK group in immune cell infiltration analysis
results. But in IHC verification, the observed CD8+T cells
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in the K group were little lower than those in the HK group
without significant differences. Further verification studies
are needed. A fraction of resting dendritic cells was
significantly higher in the HK group in immune cell
infiltration analysis results, but the differences between the
two groups were not significant in the IHC verification
study. A fraction of activated memory CD4+T cells was
significantly higher in the HK group in immune cell
infiltration analysis results. A significant increase of
CD4+T cells in the HK group was also observed in IHC
verification. These results suggest that CD4+T cells,
especially activated memory CD4+T, may be the key
regulatory immune cell in HBOT-induced keloid immune
cell infiltration transformation. Its role and mechanism in
this process need further study.

The limitations of this study include the following: (1) the
experimental samples were small. Only six patients in each
group were included in this study, and the deviation in the
results was large. More patients will need to be studied in
the future. (2) HBOT time was relatively short. The HBOT
group only received four treatments before surgery. The
influences of HBO on keloid tissue might not reach such a
deep level that many other significant changes could be
detected. Long-term HBOT studies will need to explore
more complicated influences. (3) This study only verified
some key tumor immune genes and related key regulatory
immune cells in HBOT keloid tissue. But their regulatory
relationship and mechanism in this process have not been
investigated. Further work on this topic will be needed in
the future.

In conclusion, HBOT can influence the expression of
tumor immune gene and then induce immune cell
infiltration variation in keloid tissue. CD80, ITGAM,
IL-4, and PTPRC may be the key genes and activated
memory CD4+T lymphocyte cell may be the key regulatory
cell in this process. Their relationship and regulatory
mechanism need to be further investigated.
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